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Introduction 

ETH Zurich endeavors to sustainably secure its position as the leading research and academic 
training institution. However, in order to reach this objective, ETH Zurich must continue to attract 
excellently qualified scientists. When it comes to appointing new professors, international lead-
ing universities are competitors; this is why the appointment procedure is of such great im-
portance. Over the course of the years, ETH Zurich has acquired comprehensive expertise in 
the field of professorial appointments and continues to further enhance the process and to 
adapt the conditions to the different stakeholders. This Faculty Handbook aims at describing the 
appointment procedure at ETH Zurich and the development of the professorial appointment 
process over the past years. The Faculty Handbook addresses all people interested in the ap-
pointment procedure of professors at ETH Zurich and the strategies pursued therein; and it 
gives a detailed report on how the challenging appointment of a new professor takes place.  
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

English is not an official language of the Swiss Confederation. This translation is provided for 
information purposes only and has no legal force. 
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A  Historical development and legal principles of the appoint-
ment procedure at ETH Zurich  

1. Development of the appointment procedure over the past twenty 
years 

In many places, the current appointment system of ETH Zurich is considered to be 'best prac-
tice'. Numerous ETH representatives – the President, professors, as well as members of the 
President’s staff, have been invited in recent years to present the recruiting system by means of 
lectures or articles in its entirety or in different aspects of it and have attempted to distinguish its 
key success factors. As is the case for other processes as well, the appointment procedure is 
subject to continuous changes in the sense of a process optimization itself and, even more im-
portant, of an adaption to the change within the academic job market.  
Despite the continued enhancement of this process vital for every university, some crucial inno-
vations can be determined; however, mostly so only after some time has passed, as the medi-
um- or long-term consequences were not obvious at the time of introduction or because the 
introduction phase lasted for several years. These medium or long-term trends are substantiat-
ed by means of advantageous data as of 1990; additionally, around this time, crucial innova-
tions have taken place that echo formatively into today’s appointment procedure.  

1.1 Leading the selection committee  

Firstly, an important innovation was the establishment of what is called the delegate for faculty 
appointment procedures (DPB). Traditionally, the President of ETH Zurich headed all selection 
committees himself. During the 1980s, however, the appointment procedures increased in a 
way that made it impossible for the President to lead them all. The then President Heinrich Ur-
sprung (1973 to 1987) attempted to lead as much of the appointment procedures as possible 
besides his additional duties, though now he assigned the actual chair to experienced profes-
sors. Based on his example, the next President Hans Bühlmann (1988 to 1990) named the first 
delegates for professor appointment procedures who chaired the selection committee during the 
entire evaluation phase of the candidates in his name; he himself still chaired a considerably 
high number of procedures. Among the initial delegates were Walter Hunziker (Physics, 1965 to 
2001) and Meinrad Eberle (Mechanical and Process Engineering, 1983 to 2002, future Director 
of the PSI). During the interregnum until Jakob Nüesch (1990 to 1997) took over from Hans 
Bühlmann, the professional continuation of the ongoing procedures could thus be ensured. Ad-
ditional support came from the then Vice President for Research, Ralph Hütter (1967 to 1996, 
Vice President for Research as of 1989), who chaired especially difficult procedures in future 
years as well.  
Jakob Nüesch’s taking office marked the beginning of a systematic elaboration of the DPB sys-
tem as he renounced generally to head a selection committee. This transition was due to a high 
growth in appointment procedures: during the presidency of Heinrich Ursprung, nine professors 
were appointed on average per year – during the 1990s, this number was increased threefold. 
By this, one of the main elements of the checks and balances system typical for ETH appoint-
ment procedures took hold for good: the committee, which consists of delegates of the relevant 
area of expertise and is supported by ETH professors close to this field as well as experts from 
other universities, from the industry or administration, is headed by a non-specialist DPB who, 
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upon closing of the committee’s work, reports personally on the committee’s findings to the 
President. The latter, from his strategically distanced position, then decides on whether or not to 
negotiate with the candidate. Admittedly, the number of delegates was increased steadily, how-
ever, the growing rate of appointment procedures at the assistant professor level lead during 
the 1990s to a temporary innovation: the corresponding committees were headed by the Head 
of Department in the name of the President. Olaf Kübler (1979 to 2005, President as of 1997), 
however, delegated the committee’s lead even in the case of an assistant professorship to a 
DPB. 
Within ETH itself, the DPB system was accepted without much ado as the enhanced disposabil-
ity of the delegates compared to the overly busy President quickened the procedures. However, 
as regards the ETH Board, Jakob Nüesch had to defend the innovation long and hard in terms 
of questions concerning autonomy and responsibility. Today, the system is undisputed regard-
ing all appointment procedures, also by the ETH Board. 

1.2 Promotion of young scientists 

There is a second innovation that dates back to the short presidency of Hans Bühlmann. Assis-
tant professorships have been known at ETH already, however, they were not intended to be a 
serious tool for the promotion of young scientists. With the appointment of three assistant pro-
fessors in 1960, their number increased quickly as part of the general growth of ETH Zurich; in 
1970, a peak was reached with 25 assistant professors. After that, their number decreased con-
tinuously up to the year 1980, in which no appointment took place. Back then, assistant profes-
sorships were understood to be a first step on the ladder to become a full professor and not in 
the sense of a promotion for young scientists. Strikingly, many of the scientists appointed in 
those years were of Swiss origin, took office at a very early age and were conferred emeritus 
status with over 35 years of service (such as the mathematicians Christian Blatter, Max Albert 
Knus and Urs Stammbach). The assistant professorships in Computer Science were committed 
to this concept as well when they were filled in the mid-1980s within the scope of the depart-
ment’s development.  

Assistant professorships    
As of 1989, the assistant professorships were promoted as a tool for the advancement of young 
scientists and as completely independent research and teaching units without any link to a sen-
ior professor, following the first evaluation of a department, conducted namely in President 
Bühlmann’s original department – Mathematics. The expert’s report recommended that assis-
tant professorships could generate an increase in (subject-specific) dynamics. Hence, an assis-
tant professor pool was established, consisting of five appointments. The financial means came 
from a transformed full professorship and mainly from the Executive Board. This example was 
followed in the departments of Information Technology and Electrical Engineering as well as 
Computer Science with six or seven positions each; some time later, the departments of Chem-
istry as well as Biology and Applied Biosciences joined as well. From the point of view of plan-
ning, the hereby created dynamics were increased by the fact that the pools were approved 
integrally for an entire four-year planning period; this meant that the mainly time-consuming 
procedure for the renewed approval of professorships could be eliminated. The Mathematics 
department almost created a prototype, also in the sense of a service on a junior level to the 
benefit of the international research community, where assistant professors often stayed at ETH 
Zurich for a few semesters only and therefore followed each other in quick succession. 
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Assistant professorships with tenure track: former system 
However, the areas that needed more resources soon raised the question whether a large in-
vestment would be profitable regarding the originally clearly temporary positions. Consequently, 
the idea of tenure track was created to further develop the assistant professor system and to 
thereby create a longer-term framework for possible investments. During the presidency of 
Jakob Nüesch, about half a dozen such positions were filled. However, they were not to every-
one’s satisfaction as a positive decision regarding the renewal of tenure was taken for granted.  
At the same time, different types of procedures were analyzed in order to make a permanent 
professorship feasible for excellent assistant professors. The experiments ranged from the ad-
vertising manner clearly focusing on the key attributes of the person envisaged for the position 
to the specific invitation for application of people with comparable career status; ad-hoc commit-
tees made a proposal to the President based on letters of recommendation, and ultimately, 
even direct promotions without a transparent structure of procedure (often triggered by an actu-
al or anticipated external job offer). None of these experiments was able to offer a true perspec-
tive – all of them were ill-omened to some extent.  

Special measures for the promotion of young scientists 
Tools for the promotion of young scientists that were conceptualized in other institutions pro-
duced an additional stumbling block as their integration into the ETH environment created cer-
tain problems. First, the Parliament had decided on special measures for the promotion of the 
junior scientific staff – this meant, that as of 1992, ETH Zurich was able to create about 15 new 
positions for some years (as opposed to most other Swiss universities with the exception of 
some positions for research associates), mainly filled on the assistant professor level. The weak 
point of this program were the very restrictive conditions which influenced the international 
search for valuable candidates and the quality assurance typical for ETH appointment proce-
dures as the pool of potential candidates was limited to Swiss citizens or people with a degree 
from a Swiss university. In addition, the time for preparation for the implementation of the pro-
gram was rather short and made it difficult to meet the strategic objectives of the specific de-
partments. At the same time and astonishingly so in view of ETH’s technical orientation, another 
criterion could be accomplished rather effortlessly: the filling of a certain number of positions 
with qualified female scientists. 

SNF Professorships 
This program was replaced indirectly some years later when the Swiss National Science Foun-
dation (SNSF) started funding its own professorships. These SNSF Professorships had to be 
treated in the same manner by the host university as a regular assistant professorship in terms 
of the right to award promotions and the independent management of financial resources. Every 
year since 2000, between five and eight junior scientists funded by the SNSF have chosen ETH 
Zurich as their host institution.  
By the end of the 1990s, the number of assistant professorships had increased to almost 50 
and the situation was rather confusing as there were different assistant professorships in terms 
of legal and planning-related structures: pool assistant professorships, individual assistant pro-
fessorships, assistant professorships with tenure track according to the old order, assistant pro-
fessorships funded by means of special measures, and the first SNSF Professorships.  
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Assistant professorships with tenure track: new system 
When Olaf Kübler took office as President in 1997, he intended to neaten this confusion. In 
2000, new assistant professorships with tenure track were introduced, as well as a tenure pro-
cedure based on transparent criteria according to the system at US universities and adapted to 
the local circumstances. Assistant professors with excellent achievements may – upon applica-
tion by the department – be promoted to an associate professorship, whereby a newly appoint-
ed Tenure Committee ensured the ETH quality standards and advised the President in the as-
sessment of the tenure applications.  
Hence, it had to be decided for every appointment procedure whether it would be an assistant 
professorship with or without tenure track before the ad was published. Assistant professorships 
funded by third parties were not eligible for tenure due to their uncertain further funding. In addi-
tion, it was recommended that the departments decide on one of the two models in order to 
avoid disparities within the department itself.  
However, the departments did not completely follow this recommendation and the following 
years showed that one of the crucial objectives, namely a systematic supervision of all assistant 
professorships that documented periodical and minuted analyses of the current situation, could 
not be fulfilled. These analyses were merely conducted in a somewhat consequent manner 
when dealing with a tenured assistant professorship. Therefore, Olaf Kübler decided in 2004 to 
use ETH budgetary funds in order to fill all assistant professorships with tenure track, leaving 
the positions without tenure track to the ones funded by third parties.  
The intended systematic stringency could be reached by this decision; however, the implemen-
tation phase showed that new problems arose. Assistant professorships, at any moment in time, 
lead to planning-related difficulties within a system that was traditionally based on full professor-
ships (albeit not to the same extent as was the practice in Germany). These difficulties were 
increased by the establishment of assistant professorships with tenure track, as the depart-
ments had to think beyond the usual planning period of four to six years in case of a promotion 
to an associate position after the regular tenure period and hence its longer-term funding. Fritz 
Widmer, Vice President for Planning and Development 1984 to 1997, suggested a solution in 
the mid-1990s that was so simple that it is still rather startling that it was never taken up serious-
ly: he suggested that about six years before the retirement of a full professor, an assistant pro-
fessorship with tenure track should be advertised. In case the tenure decision leads to a perma-
nent position, the financial resources are already secured; in case the tenure decision is a nega-
tive one, a new full professorship is opened for applications.   
After the initially great increase, the number of assistant professorships remained static, i.e. 
were on the decrease in the years before 2009. Then, the downward tendency could be 
stopped regarding this key tool for the promotion of junior scientists and the number of assistant 
professorships increased by 10% as opposed to the preceding year.  
The peak was reached in 2003 with 64 assistant professors. Overall, the growth of the professo-
rate based mainly on the assistant professors between the mid-1990s and 2003. The following 
downward trend on the assistant professor level was due to an increase of full professorships; 
the assistant professors’ share of the entire professorate was 18% in 2003 and below 16% in 
2009. Recently, the assistant professorships have increased again; simultaneously, the growth 
on the full professorship level continues as well. 
Yet other elements lead to a situation that needed clarification. For one, ever since the year 
2005, the succession of Presidents has been above average and each office bearer implement-
ed his visions of the assistant professor system in a more or less sustainable manner. The 
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same can be said for certain departments that were not always true to their attitude towards the 
tenure track system.  

Further tools for the promotion of young scientists 
For another, new people promotion tools have been created (namely the EURYI - European 
Young Investigator Awards – and the ERC Grants that replaced them, as well as the Marie Cu-
rie Fellowships), that had to be implemented into the ETH junior promotion system for the pur-
pose of the greatest possible support of the successful young scientists that applied for these 
highly competitive scholarships. In terms of the EURYI, the approach bases on the SNSF Pro-
fessorships; for the ERC Grants, the Executive Board decided to basically propose to the ETH 
Board that the promoted people be appointed as assistant professors without tenure track for 
the duration of the Grant (in case they meet the criteria regarding an assistant professorship 
funded by ETH means and their age upon taking office, respectively). The same is true for the 
Marie Curie Fellows, should the corresponding department hand in such an application to the 
President. As part of this policy, the question was raised whether SNSF Professorships could 
lead to an appointment as an ETH assistant professor. Back in 2000, this issue had been re-
jected categorically. A decisive factor in the renewal of said discussion was certainly the fact 
that people promoted by means of an SNSF Professorship were more and more of international 
background. 
Despite all constraints, the introduction of assistant professorships – at first without, later on 
with tenure track – can be considered a true success model, allowing ETH Zurich to enable 
excellent young scientists to conduct research and teaching in complete autonomy at a very 
early stage in their career. It is true that competing with leading US universities turns out to be 
difficult with this system (one would have to scrutinize spirit and purpose of a further conver-
gence to the US system anyway); yet ETH Zurich is brilliantly positioned in continental Europe 
and especially if compared to Germany with its rather unlucky dualism of junior professorships 
versus habilitation. 
As the number of assistant professorships has remained static since 2003, the Executive Board 
decided in the spring of 2010 to opt for a change in trend. A crucial factor for this decision was 
certainly the fact that an increase in the number of female professors over the past two decades 
was mainly possible due to the appointment of female assistant professors. 

1.3 Share of female professors  

As is the case for every technical university, promoting qualified female scientists is a difficult 
task to undertake. The first woman was appointed to ETH Zurich in 1985. This pioneer ap-
pointment, however, was not awarded to a biologist or a pharmacist as could be expected; the 
first female professor at ETH Zurich was the architect Flora Ruchat-Roncati (1985 to 2002). As 
of 1992, the number of female professors increased steadily until it reached 47 in the year 2010, 
which corresponds to about 11 % of the total number of professors. Albeit special promotion 
programs for women had been discussed during the second half of the 1990s, the reason for 
this increase is to be found elsewhere: the raise in the number of assistant professorships and 
the introduction of the tenure track system; with their help, the broadest part of the well-known 
pyramid could be addressed directly. The share of women amounts to 26% on the assistant 
professor level as opposed to 9% on the full professor level. Another helpful factor was the cen-
tral position of the President during the appointment procedure who would at least invite a fe-
male candidate for a personal interview, even if she ranked in second or third place behind the 
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top candidate, before he would make a decision regarding possible negotiations; sometimes he 
would even directly offer a permanent associate professorship to a female candidate instead of 
an assistant professorship with tenure track. Figures show that the number of appointed women 
scientists pretty much equals the number of female candidates.  
Notwithstanding this overall success, the situation remains unsatisfactorily; lately, the discus-
sion was renewed about how to further increase the number of female professors. Hence, the 
President decided to make additional funds available in case the departments could present a 
convincing female candidate for appointment. Another positive element is the fact that one of 
the first female professors at ETH Zurich, Heidi Wunderli-Allenspach, was appointed Rector in 
2007 and is therefore the first female member of the Executive Board. 

1.4 Development of the appointment age 

Apart from the two crucial aspects described above, the past twenty years have been character-
ized by a number of additional developments.  
For example, the age of the professors when taking office has continually decreased towards 40 
over this period of time. This may be explained by the higher number of assistant professors 
who naturally lower the overall age average, especially since the Presidents become stricter as 
regards the age barrier of 35 years on this level. Another explanation might be that after the age 
of 45, the flexibility regarding occupational mobility has decreased in the past years. Traditional 
distribution of roles slowly fade away, and there is a growing importance of private aspects 
when discussing a possible new appointment; there is a higher flexibility, namely gained by 
German universities based on enhanced autonomy, thanks to which they can counter much 
more successfully should another university offer a professorship to a person they had already 
highly invested in over the course of the years. This is why the focus is on the age category of 
those scientists who are still mobile in terms of their institutional and personal circumstances, 
i.e. whose partners have not yet found their 'job for life' and whose children may be placed in a 
different school system without major difficulties.  
A third explanation is the 'passing' of the traditional ETH engineering professor, who, after many 
years or even decades in the industry, is appointed professor in his fifties and finishes his ca-
reer at ETH Zurich. This development is due to two factors: one, the engineering profile has 
become more and more scientific with correspondingly formulated outlines for the professor-
ships to be filled and, two, the restructuring of the industrial research. The latter (apart from a 
change in volume and focus) has led to the fact that the brightest people leave their research 
job after only a few years and become members of the management. These people no longer 
publish research results and are therefore lost to the scientific community. 
The central role of the President in the appointment procedure has further lead to the fact that 
an inherent tendency in the appointment behavior is constantly corrected: the tendency to play it 
safe and rather appoint the already established colleague in case of doubt than the 34-year old 
female candidate who has much potential but may be a certain risk. 
Finally, it was realized that the exorbitant sums of one million Swiss francs and more for the 
buy-in (this is a normal sum for a fifty-year old without any vested benefits) in view of the con-
stantly increasing buy-in sums for the Swiss Federal Pension system are invested rather more 
sustainably in teaching and research. 
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1.5 Nationalities of the professors 

The number of non-Swiss professors has increased over the past decades. In 1969, 191 out of 
217 professors were Swiss, which equals 88%. In 1989, this percentage had reached 66% only 
and in 1999, merely 50% of all professors were of Swiss origin. Today, their share is 34.7% 
(148 people). 
Traditionally, German-speaking professors (mainly from Germany) constitute the biggest group; 
lately, however, there has been a growing diversity in terms of the professors‘ nationalities, the 
emphasis clearly being on Western and Middle Europe and North America. There are a notice-
able high number of Italian and Greek professors who have joined ETH Zurich. These people, 
however, are usually not recruited directly from their countries of origin - often, they come from 
the United States where they have successfully started their careers. This is why the statistics 
that collects information about the countries of appointment of the new professors is of high 
importance. It is clearly visible therein that Germany is losing its impact as a recruiting country 
to other European locations and, above all, the USA. In the longstanding comparison (1998 to 
2009), Germany and the USA were on the same level; in 2010, the United States provided 35% 
of the new professors compared to Germany with only 15%. At the same time, the number of 
German professors who are appointed to ETH Zurich is decreasing. On average during the 
course of ten years, their share was 32.5% - in 2009, it was down to 19%, pointing to yet anoth-
er tendency, namely that German professors are more and more recruited from non-German 
universities. This is also true for earlier years, when professors recruited from Germany were 
not necessarily Germans but often Austrians or Swiss and sometimes Americans. 
Parallel to the decreasing number of Swiss professors, the share of scientific members of staff 
with a Swiss passport at ETH Zurich diminished as well; from 68% in 1990 to 36% in 2010 to be 
exact. At the same time, the number of Swiss scientific staff remained stable; in other words, the 
growth of scientific employees was only possible due to the foreign talents who started working 
for ETH Zurich. Ultimately, the same is true with slightly different numbers for the professors: 
the range of highly qualified people was too narrow to cover the entire need for new professors. 
In view of this development, President Ralph Eichler (as of fall 2007) clearly instructed the de-
partments to focus more on the career monitoring of young Swiss talents.  

1.6 Academic job market 

Since the general introduction of the DPB system for the selection committees, the ETH ap-
pointment procedures have not undergone major changes. Targeted enhancements were ap-
plied where needed to ensure quality and speedy processes. For example, the so-called profile 
paper, in which originally the strategic importance and the profile of the new professorship were 
described, was enlarged by additional elements. Among them is a list of leading centers of ex-
cellence in the corresponding area and of role models (i.e. people who would fulfill the desired 
profile). The latter is based on a series of procedures that failed (mainly in the area of engineer-
ing) because the targeted profile could no longer or not yet be found in the academic job mar-
ket. Another reason for the list of role models is to show that the corresponding department has 
thought long and hard about possible candidates, in particular about female candidates, and is 
able to directly contact valuable experts who have not applied regularly based on the ad pub-
lished and who may then also be added to the list of candidates.  
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Contacting people directly (ETH Zurich deliberately does not speak of head hunting) is another 
crucial element of the ETH appointment procedure. In the 1990s, a third of all professorships 
could be filled by means of direct contacts; this share has leveled off by 50% in the past years. 
However, this is only true for associate and full professorships. When it comes to assistant pro-
fessorships, 75% are based on regular applications. 
Therefore, over the years, the traditional ad published in newspapers and professional journals 
has lost much of its importance while the effort to look for suitable candidates has become more 
and more significant, both prior to the advertisement of the professorship within the departments 
and afterwards within the selection committee. The importance of the electronic advertisement 
of vacant positions cannot yet be assessed conclusively. 
Assessing and steering these efforts to find suitable candidates are also an issue during the 
instruction conversation the President conducts after the deadline for application has passed 
with the chair of the selection committee, the Dean of the corresponding department, and the 
contact person for the selection procedure from the same department. They discuss the field of 
candidates, potential challenges and again the profile of the professorship. In case of a meager 
range of valuable candidates that raises no great expectations about a positive conclusion of 
the selection procedure, the President may adjourn a process before a first meeting of the se-
lection committee until more suitable candidates can be located by means of an active search 
for talents. 
Another meeting that intends to optimize the phases of the selection committee and the negotia-
tions is held after the new professors have taken office; during this gathering, they can bring 
forward possible weak points and meet – together with their partners who are invited as well – 
people from outside their own department and get acquainted with the (management) culture of 
ETH Zurich.  

1.7 Structural developments within the President’s Staff  

These data are systematically collected and assessed by the staff unit directly associated with 
the President called Office for Faculty Affairs. Their main task is to centrally coordinate the im-
plementation of the appointment procedures, ensuring the ETH-wide quality standards. Besides 
the before-mentioned data regarding nationality, country of recruiting, etc. there is a list naming 
the reasons for declining an offer made by ETH Zurich, allowing certain conclusions in terms of 
potential weaknesses and gaps in the appointment procedure.  
As at the end of the 1980s, a considerable additional administration workload came with the 
increasing number of professorships on the one hand and, on the other hand, the creation of 
numerous assistant professorships with a high turnover, as many of the appointed talents re-
mained at ETH Zurich for merely two or three semesters and were then recruited from other 
universities for permanent positions. This increased administration effort also called for organi-
zational measures. Already under the presidency of Hans Bühlmann, the two members of the 
President’s Staff that were then called secretary of the president received support from a third 
person. Under the presidency of Jakob Nüesch, this President’s Staff still acted as a presiden-
tial think tank in which presidential ideas and visions could be assessed; with Olaf Kübler how-
ever, yet another differentiation of the originally homogenous staff unit began. The original Pres-
ident’s Staff dealt increasingly with strategic questions and projects and the part of the staff unit 
that had been entrusted with the appointment of professors started to focus more and more on 
the appointment procedures and the issues relating to the professors, eventually leading to the 
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founding of the independent Faculty Recruiting Office. A manifestation of this specialization was 
the creation of the Dual Career Advice office in 1999. This office not only deals with the ap-
pointments in terms of the professional activities of the appointed professors’ partners, but also 
with the personal aspects as a whole regarding appointments, namely matters of housing, ex-
ternal child care and schools, insurances and taxes and even culture and leisure time. These 
matters had been dealt with rather en passant before, but Olaf Kübler realized that these private 
aspects played a more and more essential role with regard to ETH Zurich’s status on the inter-
national job market and the successful integration of the newly appointed professors and their 
families into both ETH and Switzerland. This office was the first of its kind in Europe and is still 
today a role model for many issues it is dealing with. Evidence of this are the numerous invita-
tions to hold lectures abroad that the head of the office receives repeatedly as well as the many 
visitors who come to ETH Zurich to obtain a first-hand impression of how the office works. Es-
pecially in Germany, the idea of the Dual Career Advice office was integrated in many places as 
part of the Excellence Initiative.  
In the sense of a comprehensive support of the professorate via a single staff unit, President 
Eichler decided in the fall of 2008 to change the name of the Faculty Recruiting Office to Office 
for Faculty Affairs, allocating additional responsibilities to the staff. Ever since, the office is in 
charge of supporting the professors during their active careers (including sabbaticals and out-
side activities) and their retirement phase. 
In addition to these tasks, the departmental planning of the professorships (combined with the 
medium-range financial planning) is conducted by the Office for Faculty Affairs as well, focusing 
on the retirement and appointment phases, respectively, and the financial means associated 
therewith. 
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2. Legal principles 
As already mentioned in the introduction, the appointment procedure is based on a few legal 
terms of reference only which allows a maximal flexibility when organizing the procedure. These 
legal principles shall now briefly be presented from the perspective of the appointment practice. 
The ETH Law1 (ETH-Gesetz) records in art. 14 that the ETH Board appoints associate, full and 
assistant professors upon request of ETH. There is no reference made to the duration or the 
age-related termination of the employment for the associate or full professorships. However, the 
appointment of assistant professors is limited to four years only with the possibility of renewal 
for another four years. At ETH Zurich, this extension usually lasts for merely two years. Assis-
tant professors may receive an ordinary notice of termination by ETH Zurich; associate or full 
professors, however, may only receive such notice in strict accordance with art. 13 of the 
Professorenverordnung der ETH Zürich (Ordinance of the Faculty of the Federal Institutes of 
Technology) which describes in detail the general conditions2. Professors may themselves ter-
minate their employment at ETH Zurich taking account of a six months period (Profes-
sorenverordnung art. 12). With due regard to art. 9 of the Federal Personnel Act (BPG) asso-
ciate and full professors therefore possess an employment contract without time limitation3. In 
case a temporary contract is planned, the appointment has to be conducted under private law 
as stated in art. 1 par. 2 and 3 of the Professorenverordnung4.  
The appointment of professors is not mentioned in the ordinance regarding the ETH Domain 
(Verordnung ETH-Bereich)5; however, the Ordinance of the Organization of the ETH Zurich 
(Organisationsverordnung ETH Zürich)6 comments on the corresponding authorities of the 
President of ETH Zurich. Apart from remarks concerning the presidential responsibilities relating 
to the ETH strategy (art. 5) and its budget (art. 6), art. 7 deals with the authority of the President 
regarding the appointment, reappointment (assistant professors) and promotion of associate 
professors to full professors. In terms of appointments, it is merely stated that the President 
prepares the appointment of professors and then allocates the professorship to the correspond-
ing department by providing the necessary financial means that have been discussed with the 
department. It is interesting to see that the departments are not further mentioned in the context 
of the preparation for the professor’s appointment, that is in relation to the proper appointment 
procedure. Art. 27 finally states that the Office for Faculty Affairs is the staff unit that reports 
directly to the President and that assumes the coordination of the appointment procedures. 
The basis for the labor law-related conditions of professors at ETH Zurich is the Ordinance of 
the ETH Board of the Faculty of the Federal Institutes of Technology (Professorenverordnung 
ETH) 7, in which the legislator rather untypically formulates certain strategic principles for the 
appointment of professors. For example, art. 3 demands of both ETHs to make provisions for 
appointing people who comply with highest quality standards in terms of research, teaching and 
services and who may guarantee the continuity and excellence in teaching and research. The 

                                                      
1 See Rechtssammlung ETHZ 110; collection of laws of ETH Zurich under 
http://www.rechtssammlung.ethz.ch/?document=1  
2 Rechtssammlung ETHZ 501 
3 Rechtssammlung ETHZ 121; temporary employment possibilities under private law see below. 
4 Rechtssammlung ETHZ 501 
5 Rechtssammlung ETHZ 120 
6 Rechtssammlung ETHZ 201.21 
7 Rechtssammlung ETHZ 501 
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working conditions both ETHs offer are able to compete against the former universities of the 
professors and ensure academic freedom8. 
The conditions for the appointment procedure (Rahmenbedingungen für das Berufungsver-
fahren) are briefly stated in art. 7 with emphasis on the form of the application the ETH Presi-
dent issues to the Board (report on the selection process, the candidates as well as the em-
ployment contract); the appointment procedure itself is mentioned less. It is merely stated that 
the President usually appoints a committee for the selection process.  
The well-established term of “appointment” at ETH Zurich is somewhat ambiguously formulated 
in art. 7, naming the possibility of issuing an application for appointment to the ETH Board „by 
means of appointment“. This article therefore lays the foundation for the equally legendary di-
rect appointment (Direktberufung). However, it must be stated clearly that this form of ap-
pointment plays a rather subsidiary role in the every-day appointment practice as it has been 
applied merely a few times over the past 20 years.  
Most of the professors with a full-time contract, i.e. the true key personnel, are chosen by 
means of a regular appointment procedure including an international advertisement9, its organi-
zation and temporal course being very flexible thanks to the minimal legal terms of reference. 
This is true, if nothing else, for the circle of candidates that may be evaluated by the selection 
committee. A crucial success factor of the ETH appointment procedure is that these candidates 
are not necessarily the ones that apply directly to the ad they have seen in journals or online 
and by the deadline set in the advertisement. The selection committee and the departments are 
required to address potential candidates directly who meet the requirements of ETH’s selec-
tion criteria, at any point in time during the procedure, and include them into the selection pro-
cess. What is more, the departments are encouraged to probe the market even before the ad-
vertisement in order to find suitable candidates at an early stage and to inform them directly 
about the vacancy. The corresponding numbers of the past years relating to this special feature 
of the ETH appointment procedure are especially informative: the temporally unlimited associ-
ate and full professorships between 1998 and 2010 have been filled by only half of the candi-
dates who had applied directly for the position; the other half had been contacted during the 
course of the procedure. The academic job market takes effect for assistant professors, as 
three out of four appointments base on direct applications of the candidates to the advertise-
ment.  
There are no further instructions that could be drawn from the legal principles for the appoint-
ment procedure. The tenure procedure, however, must abide by corresponding principles10. 
Other partial aspects are regulated by means of instruction papers; for example the profile pa-
per dealing with the terms of a professorship’s advertisement11, information on the appointment 
of professors at ETH Zurich12, on the duties of the selection committees13, on confidentiality14 
or on how to accommodate and support top candidates15.  
There are no formal terms of reference for associate or full professorships in terms of a mini-
mum or maximum age when taking up office or any indispensable qualification. From a legal 

                                                      
8 Freedom of teaching and research is guaranteed by art. 20 of the Federal Constitution of the Swiss Confederation. 
9 Satisfying the Federal Personnel Act, art. 7, requiring vacant positions to be advertised publically.  
10 Rechtssammlung ETHZ 520.20 
11 See http://www.facultyaffairs.ethz.ch/docs/Checkliste_Profilpapier.pdf 
12 See http://www.facultyaffairs.ethz.ch/docs/Merkblatt_Professorenberufungen_ETHZ.pdf 
13 See http://www.facultyaffairs.ethz.ch/docs/Pflichtenheft_BK_e.pdf 
14 See http://www.facultyaffairs.ethz.ch/docs/Merkblatt_Vertraulichkeit 
15 See http://www.facultyaffairs.ethz.ch/docs/Betreuung_d.pdf 
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point of view, even a doctorate is not a formal prerequisite for a professorship at ETH Zurich. 
Especially in the Architecture department there are numerous professors without such a degree. 
A postdoctoral qualification is not required either. ETH Zurich believes that an assistant profes-
sorship or a junior professorship in the German university system is of distinctly higher evidence 
for the ability to conduct independent research and to lead a research group.  
Considering the appointment practice of the past years, the following can be said about the age 
criteria: the organization of the Swiss Federal Pension Plan has created some appointment 
obstacles over the past years for professors who are older than their late forties. The selection 
committees have to bring forward very profound arguments if they want the President to enter 
into negotiations with a candidate of said age group. 
The presidents of the past two decades all shared the opinion that assistant professorships 
served the promotion of young scientists, although each president had his own definition of the 
word “young”. However, the informal age limit of 35 years emerged over that period of time and 
exceptions are usually only made in the case of maternity or paternity leaves. In the Guidelines 
for the Assistant Professor System at ETH Zurich, it is stated legally that the maximum age is 35 
years16; this number is also due to the insight that people should be not much older than 40 
when their assistant professorship term is completed (which usually takes six years) should they 
still wish to have sound opportunities on the academic job market. At the same time, the aver-
age age of appointment for associate and full professors has dropped to give or take 40 years 
over the past 20 years; this is why the presidents as of the mid-1990s have held that people 
over 35 should qualify already for the next academic level, i.e. a permanent professorship. 
According to the Professorenverordnung, the professorate consists of associate and full profes-
sors and assistant professors17. They may be employed by private law based on the Swiss 
Code of Obligations. However, the employment on the basis of private law has not prevailed 
due to some coercion attempts from higher authorities at the point of culmination of the new 
public management; such employment is merely applied in rare special cases, for example for 
temporary contracts for associate or full professors. 
Art. 2 states the general authority of the President regarding the terms of employment of the 
professors. Hence, the President is the professors’ supervisor, although it is the ETH Board that 
signs the contracts, both at the moment of the appointment and at possible future alterations of 
the contract, especially in view of the activity rate. It has been discussed for some time now 
whether this regulation lives up to the different levels.  
Employment contracts with associate and full professors are not limited in time. The 
Federal Law on Old Age and Survivor’s Insurance (AHVG) regulates the retirement, stating in 
art. 21 that a retirement from professional life is intended when women turn 64 and men turn 65. 
In practice, the retirement takes place at the end of the semester in which the professor turns 
65.  
Assistant professors receive employment contracts that are limited to four years. There is a 
possibility of a onetime renewal for another four years; however, in practice it is only two years. 
In case of maternity leave, the contract is extended for the duration of one year at the most. A 
crucial feature of the assistant professor system at ETH Zurich is the freedom of teaching and 
research. The assistant professors are not subordinate to a higher-ranked professorship and 
possess their own funds to work with. 

                                                      
16  See http://www.facultyaffairs.ethz.ch/docs/Guidelines for the Assistant Professor System at ETH Zurich 
17 Honorary professors are not part of the professorate, according to the Ordinance of the ETH Board of the Faculty of 
the Federal Institutes of Technology. See Rechtssammlung ETHZ 514.20, listing the principles adopted by the Execu-
tive Board in 1998 regarding the awarding of professorial titles (honorary professorship). 
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Professors may duly terminate their contract subject to a term of six months (one semester). 
This period of time is strictly complied with should an associate or full professor wish to termi-
nate his or her engagement; however, in view of their future career prospects, this duration is 
treated very flexibly for assistant professors. 
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B The appointment procedure at ETH Zurich 

1. Types of professorships  
ETH Zurich basically distinguishes between professorships that are not limited in duration and 
assistant professorships that are temporary for the promotion of young scientists. 

1.1 Full and associate professorships 

Professorships without time limitation are divided into two categories, the so-called full profes-
sorships and the associate professorships. The associate professorships are different in 
terms of the personal salary; rights and duties as well as the professorship’s funds are equal to 
a full professorship. Based on performance and letters of reference, the department usually 
hands in the proposal for promotion to a full professorship of an associate professor after three 
to five years. The proposal is handed in to the President who then passes it on to the ETH 
Board. At this moment in time, no additional negotiations are conducted. An increase in salary 
usually follows a set scheme. However, the President may make exceptions if necessary, for 
example in case of excellent performances in teaching and research or if there is an offer from 
another university.  

1.2 Assistant professorships 

The temporary assistant professorships are divided in to two categories as well: they can be 
with or without tenure track. Usually, the time frame for the assistant professorships is six 
years, whereas the first employment is set to four years and in case of a reappointment another 
two years are added. The legal reappointment period is set to four years; however, this is not 
actively applied on purpose. Assistant professors without tenure track may not be reappointed 
unless the corresponding person applies for a vacant professorship at ETH Zurich, passing 
through a regular selection process. Unlike the assistant professorships without tenure track, 
the ones with tenure track are designated for an unlimited professorship in the strategic plan-
ning spanning several years. The evaluation process of assistant professors with tenure track is 
conducted by an internal Tenure Committee, proposing a candidate to the President. It is not a 
real promotion in the proper sense of the word, but a reappointment, following corresponding 
negotiations with the President and requiring a new appointment by the ETH Board. Usually, in 
case of a positive decision regarding tenure, there is an appointment to associate professor; a 
full professorship is usually only granted in justified exceptional cases.  
Assistant professorships are highly regarded at ETH Zurich. They are autonomous teaching and 
research units and are not subordinated to a permanent professorship. They have their own 
financial means at hand for pursuing their scientific objectives, have a reduced teaching duty 
with focus on lectures at master level and are usually off duty regarding administrative chores. 
The assistant professorships are a very suitable tool of ETH Zurich to attract excellent young 
scientists early in their careers thanks to attractive job opportunities, resulting in a great loca-
tional advantage especially compared to the majority of German universities.  
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1.3 Other types of professorships 

All types of professorships described above may be supported financially by ETH funds or ex-
ternal funds. Often, these two are mixed. The external funds may come from different sources, 
including public funds and money from the private sector or foundations. On the one hand, 
these are research funds raised by competition (SNSF and ERC-financed assistant professor-
ships without tenure track); on the other hand, these are special grant benefits from private 
sources or the industry, respectively (so-called endowed professorships that are established 
with the support of the ETH Foundation).  
Worth mentioning in this connection are the joint professorships with other universities (Uni-
versity of Zurich, University of Basel, Università della Svizzera Italiana) or professorships that 
are established together with other research units of the ETH Domain (Eawag, Empa, PSI, 
WSL). 
Besides, ETH Zurich knows the so-called honorary professorships that do not formally belong 
to the ETH faculty, even though honorary professors usually have a high teaching volume. In 
recognition of their teaching and research services, these scientists are awarded the title of 
professor upon request by the department. For his or her decision, the President consults with 
the Conference of the Heads of Departments as well as the other members of the Executive 
Board and then hands in the proposal to the ETH Board. The awarded title does not comprise a 
special status or special rights and duties and may be awarded to both ETH internal and exter-
nal people. Honorary professors at ETH Zurich are no autonomous research units and are al-
ways integrated into a professorship of the corresponding institute or department.  

2. Appointment of female professors 
The share of female professors at ETH Zurich was 10.5% in 2010 (36% on the assistant profes-
sor level). In seeking to raise the percentage of women in the professorate, there is a special 
effort during the appointment procedure to identify and evaluate successful female scientists. 
This already begins at the stage of the profile paper, i.e. when the President has approved that 
the professorship be advertised; the President specifically asks the corresponding departments 
to name potential female candidates. There have to be at least two female members of the se-
lection committee (at least one female professor); often, these women are from other universi-
ties so that the ETH female professors are not burdened with an excess of committee work and 
in order to establish promising networks. During the selection process, the head of the commit-
tees are bound to continuously assess whether there are additional excellent female candidates 
in the corresponding area of research who may be contacted directly. They heads also have to 
evaluate whether the female candidates who are invited for an interview with the selection 
committee are assessed objectively and duly considered despite their potentially less dominant 
appearance compared to the male candidates.  
Scientific quality stands above all other selection criteria at ETH Zurich. Especially when it 
comes to female top candidates, the committee may depart from the profile’s specifications and 
uprate scientific quality. In 2010, President Eichler put the departments in a position in which 
they may create an additional professorship for a highly qualified female scientist.  
In 2010, the Executive Board explicitly signified the intention to further raise the share of wom-
en; it is expected that this can be achieved by strengthening the promotion of young female 
scientists by means of assistant professorships with tenure track. It is harder to locate younger 
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people, yet there have been many successful recruiting results of female assistant professors 
over the past years.  

3. Promoting young scientists 
ETH Zurich promotes young scientists by means of temporary assistant professorships. Assis-
tant professors have the freedom of research and teaching and their own funds thereto, the 
same as associate and full professors. In the sense of optimally support all assistant professors, 
the departments are bound to name a mentor and to conduct cyclic meetings documented in 
written form between the assistant professor and the head of the department regarding the cur-
rent state of the career and the outlook thereof. The assessment criteria consist of scientific 
activities and their manifestation in publications and lectures, teaching and its success, the su-
pervision of term papers, diplomas and doctoral theses, acquired research funds and interna-
tional contacts and collaborations. The result of the last meeting is usually the basis for the de-
partment’s proposal of reappointment of the assistant professor that is handed in to the Presi-
dent. During the past two decades, no assistant professor has renounced a second term; how-
ever, there is no right for a reappointment.  
Assistant professors with tenure track have the possibility of promotion to a permanent profes-
sorship by means of a direct, multistage tenure procedure. It is the department’s decision 
whether it wishes to start such a procedure and it is conducted in accordance with the perfor-
mance of the assistant professor. The tenure procedure may be initiated for all assistant profes-
sorships financed by means of ETH funds. Externally funded assistant professorships and those 
funded via the SNF or by ERC Grants are not eligible for the procedure. The President decides 
whether he or she wishes to hand in a corresponding proposal to the ETH Board. The Tenure 
Committee ensures all ETH standards. In the name of the President, it assesses the tenure 
proposals handed in by the departments and then elaborates a positive or negative recommen-
dation. The Tenure Committee is appointed by the President and consists of a chair and twelve 
members at the most, all of them associate or full professors at ETH Zurich. 
Another affirmation of the Executive Board’s willingness to promote excellent young talents was 
the decision in 2010 to also propose for appointment assistant professors without tenure track, 
SNSF professors and those who are owners of an ERC Grant, and in special cases also owners 
of a Marie Curie Fellowship, should they meet all required criteria of an assistant professorship 
financed by ETH funds and also comply with age limit standards.  

4. Advertisement of the professorship 
The President decides on the professorships to be filled during the so-called Freigabe-
gespräche, meetings after which the professorship may be advertised. The departments are 
asked to prepare a profile paper in which they collect all data necessary for the advertisement 
(specially, the publication text and the journals it is to appear in) in order to guarantee a timely 
advertisement of the professorship to be filled. In accordance with the President’s decisions, the 
Office for Faculty Affairs may set priorities regarding the chronological order of the publication of 
the vacant professorships so that there is not an overload of identical deadlines for application. 
The corresponding department is responsible for the text of the ad, written in English (and 
sometimes in German as well). The text is then reviewed and edited. ETH ads shall have recall 
value and are therefore edited to fit a standard format. Important points are summarized as 
follows: 
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- The name of “ETH Zurich” must speak for itself and shall not be “sold” in the ad. 

- The setup of the text must follow more or less the same pattern. The first paragraph 
sketches the intended research and teaching area of the new professorship, the second 
paragraph describes the necessary qualification of the candidates, and the third paragraph 
informs about which documents must be submitted, when they are due and to whom they 
have to be addressed. 

- Assistant professorships contain an additional paragraph informing about the duration of 
employment (all assistant professorships) and the potential for promotion to a permanent 
position (only assistant professorships with tenure track).  

- The text is always concluded by the same sentence: With a view towards increasing the 
number of women in leading academic positions, ETH Zurich specifically encourages 
women to apply. 

Upon the editing of the text by the Office for Faculty Affairs, the corresponding department has 
to give its final approval for publication. The contact person designated by the department 
and institute for the relevant appointment procedure is usually in charge of this decision, if need 
be he or she confers with the head of the department.  
While editing the text, an offer is invited from a media sales enterprise, based on the depart-
ment’s list of publication organs. This offer contains information on the circulation, date of ap-
pearance, deadline for handing in the text at the publishing house, format and costs for each of 
the desired publication. The cost estimates are usually made based on a draft of the final text 
for reasons of time and are therefore only approximate.  
Based on this offer, it is decided about the further procedure. The Office for Faculty Affairs pays 
CHF 15,000 at the most for the advertisement of a professorship. In case the offer is higher 
than this number, the department has to decide whether it wants to remove certain journals or 
come up for the financial difference itself. The latest publication date dictates the date set for the 
application deadline. This deadline is discussed with the department as well. After this, the or-
der for publication is placed. The publication dates of the different publication organs are set 
within a narrow time frame unless the department explicitly asks for another approach.  
At the same time, the ad is published as follows: via the Vereinigung der Schweizerischen 
Hochschuldozierenden (VSH), the ETH Globe, the Flash of EPFL as well as the newsletter of 
the German Association of University Professors and Lecturers (DHV). Additionally, the relevant 
people in the department and the institute are informed that the advertisement has taken place 
and receive the official text so that the department may activate its search for potentially suita-
ble candidates.  
As already mentioned the deadline for applications depends on the publishing dates of the 
chosen journals and is determined in any case together with the corresponding department. If at 
all possible, there should be about two months between the publication of the ad in most jour-
nals and the deadline for applications. This period of time may fall short in the case of single 
journals.  
For various reasons, the Office for Faculty Affairs decided together with the President that the 
appointment procedure shall be conducted via electronic channels only as of 2011. In the spring 
of 2011, the new Electronic Faculty Application Tool was introduced and all new advertisements 
are handled via this online tool18. 

                                                      
18 See http://www.facultyaffairs.ethz.ch/docs/Important_Information.pdf 
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Looking at the past years, it can be said that the active search for candidates has gained in 
importance. One reason for this may be that at ETH Zurich, the members of the selection com-
mittee have always been required to recruit additional candidates from outside the pool of spon-
taneous applicants for the selection process. This is especially true for the level of full and as-
sociate professors, where the top candidates are usually not from among the field of regular 
applicants. This is why it is so important that the departments assess the market well ahead of 
the actual advertisement of the open position. Promising specialists may be informed timely 
about the upcoming announcement. What is more, the departments send the advertising text 
directly to potential candidates or to leading specialists who do not qualify as candidates them-
selves but who may inform suitable people within their working environment. And it goes without 
saying that the importance of advertising via subject-specific mailing lists and internet forums 
has increased.  
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5. Implementation of the selection committee 
A selection committee is implemented for each appointment procedure. The committee is in 
charge of assessing the applications and ultimately recommends (a) candidate(s) for appoint-
ment to the President. 
The corresponding department establishes a list of names for the selection committee. This 
list, including the complete contact information of the external members, is an integral part of 
the profile paper handed in for the Freigabegespräche. There have to be at least two female 
members of the committee (one of them being a professor) and potential applicants shall not be 
on this list if at all possible.  
The selection committee consists of the following members: 

- Head of the department 

- Contact person proposed by both department and institute 

- Approx. four additional representatives of ETH Zurich, incorporating professors, members 
of the scientific staff, students‘ representative of the specialty 

- One representative of ETH Lausanne, provided that the respective branch of study is rep-
resented there 

- One representative of the University of Zurich, provided that the respective branch of study 
is represented there 

- About three representatives of the specialty; at least two of them from other countries 

- A representative from the industry where advisable 

The goal is to have a selection committee that unites the experts in the field and the centers of 
excellence and that letters of recommendation are therefore not needed. The committee’s con-
stitution that is suggested by the department is discussed during the Freigabegespräche und 
complemented or changed when need be.  
The constitution of the selection committee is processed accordingly by the Office for Faculty 
Affairs and the Executive Board is informed by means of a written announcement. The Execu-
tive Board agrees with the constitution or suggests changes. The final decision lies with the 
President.  
The chair of the selection committee is the so-called Delegate for Faculty Appointment Pro-
cedures (DPB) who always has to come from a different department. Together with the respon-
sible member of the Office for Faculty Affairs, the DPB is in charge of the accurate course of the 
appointment procedure. The DPB makes no appearance during the public lectures; however, he 
or she chairs the meeting during the interviews. Another duty of the DPB is to explain the selec-
tion committee’s final recommendation to the President during a personal meeting. In the case 
of emerging new aspects or serious problems during the appointment procedure, the DPB in-
forms the President accordingly.  
As soon as the constitution of the selection committee is approved by the Executive Board, the 
date for the first meeting is set in in consultation with the DPB and the contact person. Said date 
should be set no earlier than four to six weeks after the deadline for applications, as there are 
usually many applications that are sent in two weeks prior and two weeks after the deadline. 
What is more, the members of the committee should be given enough time to study the applica-
tions carefully. 
Once the date for the first meeting is set, the selection committee may be implemented. Based 
on the written announcement to the Executive Board and under consideration of potential 
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changes, the members of the committee are asked whether they would like to join. Internal 
people, including the representatives of the students and the scientific staff, are asked via email; 
external members receive an official invitation signed by the President. Special letters of enquiry 
are sent to the representatives of the University of Zurich and the EPF Lausanne, where the 
dean of the corresponding faculty or school is contacted first; if he or she agrees with the nomi-
nation of the suggested person, the latter may be contacted directly.  
The replies of the committee members are recorded in order to have an overview on the day of 
the meeting about who is able to attend physically and who may send a written statement. The 
consents of the external members are acknowledged in writing via email, including the renewed 
information that ETH Zurich covers all expenses regarding traveling and accommodation and 
that the Office for Faculty Affairs organizes hotel reservations. 
About two weeks after the application deadline, the members of the selection committee gain 
access to the applications via the Electronic Faculty Recruiting Tool.  
In addition to the applications of the candidates, the committee members are provided with the 
following documents (via email or the Electronic Faculty Recruiting Tool): 

- A letter in which the date for the first committee meeting is stated again and in which the 
members are asked to rank the candidates according to the following three groups: A = top 
candidate, B = reserve candidate, C = wrong / missing qualification. In addition, the mem-
bers of the selection committee are informed that at ETH Zurich qualified scientists outside 
the list of applicants may be included in the selection process at any time during the pro-
cedure. Possible candidates that are not on the list of applicants shall be presented by 
means of handouts during the meeting or sent to the Office for Faculty Affairs in due time 
for circulation.  
 
Here, the following selection criteria is important for a first evaluation of the candidates: 

- ETH Zurich ascribes top priority to scientific quality; compliance with the profile may be-
come subsidiary. ETH Zurich endeavors to increase the share of women in academic lead-
ing positions, always considering the scientific quality.  
 
Although there is no formal age limit for the appointment of professors, the President 
strives at appointing young scientists. Candidates for a full professorship should not be 
significantly older than 45 years; candidates for assistant professorships should not be 
older than 35; in justified exceptions such as maternity leave, working for the industry, etc. 
this limitation may be extended.  
 

- A complete list of the members of the selection committee including mailing address, email 
address and phone number 

- If need be site plan of ETH Zentrum and ETH Hönggerberg 

- Advertisement text 

- Profile paper (omitting information on finances and former constitution of the selection 
committee) 

- List of candidates 

All documents or the password for the Electronic Faculty Recruiting Tool, respectively, are 
made available to the committee members as fast as possible. 
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The Electronic Faculty Recruiting Tool is open for applications up to one week before the first 
committee meeting. After the tool is closed, the applicants are asked to send their applications 
via email to the Office for Faculty Affairs. In case of belated applications, the Office for Faculty 
Affairs sends them via email to the selection committee before the first meeting. At the same 
time, the members of the committee are reminded of the date of the meeting and asked to con-
tact the Office for Faculty Affairs if they need a hotel reservation. In order to simplify the search 
for a suitable date for the next committee meeting, all members are asked to bring their agen-
das to the first gathering. 

6. The selection committee 
The date of the first committee meeting is set in accordance with the chair of the selection 
committee, the dean of the department, the contact person and the person in charge of the pro-
cedure from the Office for Faculty Affairs, usually about three months before the actual date. 
Once the date for the first committee meeting is established, the so-called instruction meeting 
(Instruktionsgespräch) with the President is organized, attended by the same people as men-
tioned above. The objective of this meeting is to gain a first overview of the list of candidates 
and to identify possible difficulties of the appointment procedure. The President asks the com-
mittee members to continue their search for candidates also during the ongoing procedure and 
to specifically focus on identifying qualified female scientists. This meeting should take place at 
the earliest two weeks after the application deadline and in any case before the first committee 
meeting.  
The objective of the first committee meeting is to rank all candidates who had applied in one of 
the three categories A, B, and C and to establish a list of candidates who are to be invited for a 
lecture and interview with the committee (A candidates). Candidates of the B category receive 
an interim letter and remain in the appointment procedure as reserve candidates; this group, 
however, should be kept small as it is rather unusual that they are seriously considered at a 
later stage in the procedure. All candidates of the C category are no longer considered due to 
wrong or missing qualifications or for age reasons and receive a letter of rejection after the first 
committee meeting.  
When evaluating a candidate, the focus is on the scientific excellence of the person. Subordi-
nate criteria are the compatibility with the advertised profile or the gender. ETH Zurich knows no 
formal restrictions for candidates; neither doctorate nor habilitation are prerequisites for an ap-
plication; as assistant professors are highly regarded at ETH Zurich, assistant professorships 
are ranked higher than a habilitation.  
However, one of the criteria that the selection committee has to consider seriously is the age of 
the candidate. Assistant professors should not be older than 35 at the time of taking office; as-
sociate and full professors not older than 45. Exceptions to this rule are for example gaps due to 
maternity or paternity leaves or a career outside the academic field (industry).  
The organization of lectures and interviews with the invited A candidates is the task of the con-
tact person of the corresponding appointment procedure. ETH Zurich covers the costs for trav-
el and accommodation for all invited candidates.  Depending on the number of invited candi-
dates, the lectures and interviews are held over the course of one to two days. The lectures are 
usually held publically within a colloquium. After the lecture, the candidate is interviewed by the 
committee members in a closed meeting. Representatives of the department accompany and 
support the candidates during their stay and organize visits to the institute and meetings with 
representatives of the mid-faculty level, the students and the department itself.  
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After the lectures and interviews are held, the selection committee discussed the candidates 
individually and compares them to one another. At this stage, apart from the scientific excel-
lence, all relevant aspects from the point of view of the department and the institute as well as 
of ETH Zurich as a whole are considered, such as the compatibility with the advertised profile, 
the interest in collaborating with other departments or the industry, as well as teaching experi-
ence and soft skills. The selection committee decides on a final ranking of the candidates and 
formulates a recommendation to the President to enter into negotiations with the person 
ranked first. In case the selection committee decides that none of the candidates may be rec-
ommended, there are two possibilities: one is to invite additional candidates, the other is to rec-
ommend that the President suspend the procedure. 
The selection committee decides whether it is necessary to ask for letters of reference. This is 
hardly ever the case due to the constitution of the committee itself, namely the presence of the 
international experts. Letters of reference are demanded when specific questions remain open 
after the interview with the candidate or in case of assistant professorships, as younger special-
ists are usually less well-known.  
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7. The President’s decision regarding negotiations 
The work of the selection committee is concluded once a recommendation is handed in to the 
President, if possible consisting of a ranked list with three candidates. The people named in the 
recommendation have to be appointable unconditionally. In case of doubts, the selection com-
mittee may reduce the list to two, maybe even only one person(s). The head or the correspond-
ing selection committee presents the committee’s recommendation to the President in a meet-
ing that is also attended by the respective member of the Office for Faculty Affairs and explains 
the issues and aspects discussed within the committee. Members of the departments con-
cerned are not present in the meeting. This enables the DPB / head of the selection committee 
to also report about overtones and alliances emerging during the committee work to the Presi-
dent. The President, in consideration of the contact person’s report, bases his or her decision 
on the minutes of the meetings and the application documents of the ranked people as well as 
on potential letters of reference on the one hand; on the other, he or she refers to the state-
ments of the Rector and the Vice President Research and Corporate Relations. Usually, the 
committee’s recommendation is explicit enough for the President to follow it. However, he or 
she may change the order of the ranking, especially in the case of an ex aequo ranking, decide 
to meet one or several of the candidates in order to discuss their ideas regarding research and 
teaching before making a final decision. The Vice President Research and Corporate Relations 
usually takes part in these meetings as well. Afterwards, the President decides whether and 
with whom he or she enters into negotiations and sends out an invitation to the corresponding 
person to attend a negotiation meeting in Zurich.  

8. Appointment negotiations 
Ideally, the negotiation phase is a two-tier process with two separate visits to Zurich, held over a 
period of several weeks. Depending on the candidate’s availability, distance of the journey and 
the pressure to come to a decision, there may be just one visit. The first part of the visit empha-
sizes on allowing the person to gain an overview of the existing equipment and infrastructure 
that may need further acquisitions in case of an appointment. For this, meetings are held with 
representatives of the corresponding department and, in the case of significantly greater con-
structional adaptations, also with the staff concerned from the infrastructure division Real Estate 
portfolio management as well as the staff unit Safety, Security, Health, Environment if needed. 
The objective of this visit is that the candidate may inform the corresponding member of the 
Office for Faculty Affairs about his or her requests regarding personnel, annual allowance, 
rooms and startup fund (investment for the establishment of the candidate’s research and setup 
of the group). In case there is just one visit to Zurich, this preparatory work must be conducted 
beforehand as detailed as possible by corresponding with the relevant people. 
Within the scope of the pre-negotiations, meetings with the Rector and the Vice President 
Research and Corporate Relations are arranged whenever possible in order to discuss ques-
tions related to research and teaching. An additional meeting is held with the responsible mem-
ber of the Office for Faculty Affairs during which the candidate is informed about legal concerns 
of an ETH professorship (salary, rights and duties, sabbaticals, outside activities, patents, etc.), 
internal procedures, and the most important elements regarding the employment of personnel 
and their costs, ETH-internal as well as national and international research funding.   
The time before the final negotiation with the President is used by the Office for Faculty Affairs 
to analyze the requests together with the department which is in charge of the allocation of re-
sources regarding the annual allowance, personnel, and rooms. The structure of the startup 
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package is subject to critical evaluation and reality check, focusing on the existing equipment 
infrastructure at ETH Zurich and existing technology platforms. Other administration units are 
involved with reference to the relevant issues. It is vital that the President possess all decision-
relevant information during the final negotiations with the candidate in order to send out quickly 
a binding offer after the meeting with the President.  
Up to the mid-1990s, the prestige of an ETH Zurich professorship and the excellent resources 
that came with it were reason enough to accept an offer without hesitation. Today, more em-
phasis has to be put on dual career perspectives as well as questions of integration for the 
entire family. Hence, the support regarding personal issues has been expanded increasingly. 
This has become visible by the Dual Career Advice office that was established in 1999. Parallel 
to the negotiations regarding academic and institutional matters, the office advises the family 
and namely tries to develop solutions that enable an adequate professional integration for the 
partner of the candidate in case of moving to Switzerland. This is why the spouses (and if nec-
essary the children) are invited to Zurich during the negotiations, so that the family may come to 
a competent decision regarding a move to Switzerland, considering all the information concern-
ing the upcoming changes. Among others, the following personal issues are discussed: the 
family has to be informed and advised about the school system and child care, the housing 
situation must be defined anew and arranged, explanation is given on taxes and insurances 
(especially medical insurance and social insurance with focus on the employee pension plan), 
and finally, some remarks are made about intercultural aspects regarding a move to Switzer-
land. Experts are involved if need be.  
Based on experience, the professional integration of the partner is a determining element for a 
successful recruiting. There is no sure formula, each situation has to be analyzed and dis-
cussed individually in order to find possible solutions. In case the partner is working in science 
as well, contacts are established with specialists either at ETH itself or externally to probe 
whether appropriate job opportunities exist. Often, the highly skilled partner finds a job without 
further (financial) support by the President, usually a temporary position or one that is funded by 
third parties. Partners from professional fields or areas of expertise that are not represented at 
ETH Zurich are introduced individually to potential employers. Here, the chances are good that 
solutions can be found as well, thanks to the network of the Dual Career Advice office and the 
specialized professors.  
As soon as all aspects have been discussed, the final negotiation with President takes place. All 
points that may influence a decision for or against choosing ETH Zurich are discussed. These 
points are summarized in the following final offer by the President. In the offer, salary as well as 
contribution to the buy-in into the federal pension plan (PUBLICA), potential contributions to 
German classes, moving costs, and rarely, financial support for the partner, are listed; addition-
ally, the starting date and the title of the professorship are set, the affiliation to a department and 
an institute, the sum of the allocated resources for personnel, annual allowance as well as the 
startup fund. The rooms and space issues are also summarized. Basically, the framework con-
ditions had already been discussed and defined during the pre-negotiation phase; this is why 
the deadline period for accepting the offer may be kept rather short in order to quickly conclude 
the procedure.  

9. Appointment 
The ETH Board appoints a professor to ETH Zurich. The ETH Board meets five times annually; 
the applications for appointment have to be handed in about one month prior to the meeting. 
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After the candidate has accepted the offer, the Office for Faculty Affairs prepares an applica-
tion for appointment which is signed by the President of ETH Zurich. The application consists 
of the planning background and profile of the position, constitution of the selection committee, 
brief summary of the selection process and an appreciation of the candidate. The Office for 
Faculty Affairs is responsible for the first three passages, the appreciation is written by the de-
partment, i.e. usually the contact person.  
The appreciation comprises information regarding the curriculum (date of birth, nationality, edu-
cation, former and current activities) and reports on research interests, previous research ac-
complishments, publications, awards won, as well as university and industrial networks and 
collaborations. There is also a brief summary of the department’s expectations regarding teach-
ing and research should the candidate be appointed.  
After the President of ETH Zurich has signed the application for appointment, it is forwarded to 
the ETH Board, including the employment contract, the appointment certificate and the Bes-
chlussdispositiv, a package of measures authorizing the President of the ETH Board to sign the 
employment contract and the appointment certificate after the appointment has taken place and 
to forward it to the candidate for counter-signature. At the same time, the appointment file is 
made known to the Executive Board.  
After the appointment by the ETH Board, the Office for Faculty Affairs sends out an email in the 
name of the President to the newly appointed professor and informs him or her accordingly. On 
behalf of ETH, the Secretary General writes a decree based on the Beschlussdispositiv; this 
decree informs the department as well as the affected administrative units of ETH Zurich about 
the appointment so that they may take the necessary steps for the preparation of taking office. 
The website of ETH Zurich (ETH life) informs a broader ETH public about the appointment.  

10.  Preparations before taking office 
Before they take office, the new professors are contacted in due time via email to address ad-
ministrative matters. The Office for Faculty Affairs is responsible for organizing the visas for the 
entire family if needed and for making sure that the ETH Card and a voucher for an SBB travel 
card (either a free Half-Fare Travel Card or an SBB General Abonnement GA at a reduced 
price) have arrived. If need be, a new AHV number is requested and the Family Allowance form 
delivered. In addition, it is pointed out that there is a possibility to obtain an ETH parking lot.  
Each new professor must be informed properly about important issues regarding the employ-
ment at ETH Zurich and its directives. Therefore, upon taking office, each professor is given an 
information package containing directives, guidelines and important information.  
The Office for Faculty Affairs contacts the future foreign professors in due time in order to clarify 
the entry modalities (issuing visas) and to inform them about the registration process in Switzer-
land. The request for the visas for the entire family is performed by the Office for Faculty Affairs 
by contacting the Migration Office. In case the visa must be picked up at the Swiss embassy 
abroad, the professor has to file a request as ETH Zurich is not authorized to do so.  
After moving to Switzerland and upon registration, all new professors as well as their spouses 
and children under the age of 12 receive a settlement permit (permit C); children over the age 
of 12 receive a residence permit (B permit).  
All members of staff of ETH Zurich receive a personnel card, the so-called ETH Card, upon the 
day of taking office. This card is used sometimes for entering buildings. It entitles the owner for 
discounts in the catering facilities of ETH Zurich and for buying an annual subscription for the 
Academic Sports Association Zurich. In addition, the ETH card is needed for the use of different 
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libraries. As soon as a passport photo has been sent, the Office for Faculty Affairs orders the 
card.  
The Finance and Controlling unit establishes an internal account (=fund) for the start-up re-
sources allocated after the appointment of the new professor. All bills are paid via this fund, as 
long as they are related to the startup.  
In case orders for heavy equipment have to be effected before taking up office, the head 
of the Office for Faculty Affairs signs the invoices and settles the payments, since responsibility 
for the startup funds is only passed over to the new professor after he or she has taken office at 
ETH Zurich.  

11. Starting phase 
It is the goal of the Office for Faculty Affairs to not only organize the negotiation phase efficient-
ly, transparently and comfortable for the candidate but also to apply the same attributes for the 
starting phase after the actual inauguration day at ETH Zurich. The Dual Career Advice office 
sends out an individual email to congratulate the newly appointed professor and to summarize 
the situation and next steps, both in terms of taking office and the personal resettlement. It is 
important that the new professors may establish contact with the corresponding person of the 
ETH Administration in a direct and uncomplicated manner in order to optimally use the time up 
to the start of the employment. Contacts are established with Human Resources and Services, 
Finance and Controlling, Procurement of Goods and Services, and – if need be – again with the 
person in charge of construction and renovation matters as well as safety aspects. The contact 
persons in the department are crucial factors for a successful start at ETH Zurich, from handing 
out keys to ordering new furniture.  
All of the above measures are taken to allow for a smooth start at ETH Zurich during which the 
professor may continue his or her research and teaching activities without considerable inter-
ruptions.  
All new professors are invited to hold a public inauguration lecture. The Rectorate contacts the 
professors in due time, usually before taking office, so that the inauguration lecture can be 
planned and organized.  
Professors have the possibility to publish in the People Search area of the ETH homepage a 
curriculum vitae in German and English as well as a portrait photo. The team of Corporate 
Communications will contact the new professor accordingly after taking office. Within the People 
Search area there is the Who is Who site, listing all professors of ETH, ordered by depart-
ments. 
In order to continuously analyze the appointment procedure and the starting phase, the Presi-
dent and the Office for Faculty Affairs meet with the new professors  a while after their starting 
phase at ETH Zurich. Their partners are invited as well, as not only the feedbacks on the start 
and the integration at ETH Zurich itself and within the department/institute are of interest, but 
also whether further assistance is desired regarding the private integration of the family and the 
professional integration of the partner. Usually, the difficulties and obstacles are higher in the 
personal environment than within ETH; however, often these straits are outside the ambit of 
ETH Zurich. How content the family is one year after inauguration depends strongly on their 
spirit of adventure, their flexibility and creativity to deal with unexpected situations. Zurich’s 
leading position compared with other cities, though, indicates great chances for all families to 
sooner or later successfully integrate into Zurich or its surroundings. 
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12. Steady state 
All female members of staff are entitled to a maternity leave of four months at full salary, inde-
pendent of how long they have already been working at ETH Zurich. Five paid working days are 
due to fathers upon the birth of their child.  
Births have to be reported to Human Resources by means of the corresponding form, including 
a copy of the birth certificate. As of the day of birth, parents are entitled to family allowance. 
Detailed information can be found on the Human Resources’ website.  
Female assistant professors may suspend their tenure clock up to one year. This decision is in 
accordance with the Office for Faculty Affairs and is based on a formal application to the Presi-
dent.  
Professors of ETH Zurich are allowed to engage in outside activities. The definition as well as 
whether they are subject to permit are stated in the Guidelines concerning Outside Activities of 
ETH Zurich Professors of February 12, 200819. Generally, the outside activities have to be ap-
proved by the Executive Board should the time exposure exceed one working day per week by 
a full-time professor, the professor assumes a position on a board of directors or an executive 
function in a company, ETH personnel or infrastructure are to be used or in case there is a sig-
nificant risk, known of foreseeable, to the reputation of the financial interests of ETH Zurich. 
Outside activities that are subject to permit require a prior request for approval to the President 
before the commencement of any outside activity, including a letter with a detailed justification, 
the form called „Bewilligungsgesuch für Nebenbeschäftigungen“ as well as a current extract 
from the commercial register. The Office for Faculty Affairs writes a corresponding request for 
application to the Executive Board who then informs about their decision regarding the outside 
activity.   
Professors are entitled to a sabbatical within seven years of employment; either a half-year 
sabbatical that is fully paid or a partially paid full-year sabbatical. The latter has to be spent at 
least in part abroad and at a different university. For the approval of a sabbatical, a request has 
to be handed in to the President, listing the duration and the exact information of the research 
sojourn, the financing of the personal expenses, the location of the stay, the planned activity 
during the sabbatical, the replacement arrangement in class as well as the supervision of the 
master students and the doctoral candidates. In addition, a written approval signed by the dean 
of the corresponding department has to be added to the request. The requests is based on the 
„Weisungen betreffend Urlaube von Professorinnen und Professoren der ETH Zürich“ (Direc-
tives concerning Sabbaticals of ETH Zurich Professors) of October 12, 200920 and are as-
sessed by the Office for Faculty Affairs. The approval of the President is communicated to the 
professor by means of an official note. In case of a negative decision, a decree is issued includ-
ing the corresponding explanation on rights of appeal.  
During the appointment negotiations, the President and the new professor agree on a starting 
salary. For all professorships (assistant professorship, associate and full professorship), this 
initial salary consists of the respective basic wages as well as a number of so-called experi-
ence-based increments, depending on the individual career level. There is a maximum of 12 
increments. With each year at ETH Zurich, the salary is increased by one experience-based 
increment up to the point where the maximum number of 12 is reached.  
A more rapid development of salary is the case for assistant professors after a successful 
tenure decision; the corresponding salary is discussed anew during the negotiations for the 

                                                      
19 RSETHZ 501.2 
20 RSETHZ 510.10 
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following associate (or possibly even full) professorship, whereby the President also compares 
the situation to other recent appointments apart from the individual performance of the profes-
sor.  
In contrast, the salary increase in the case of a promotion from an associate to a full professor-
ship is usually standardized.  
In principle, the President may quicken the salary increase in the case of excellent performance 
of a professor21. 
Based on art. 17 par. 3 of the Professorenverordnung, the President may foresee in individual 
cases an increase up to 110% of the maximum salary in recognition of extraordinary perfor-
mances of a professor. In case another university wishes to appoint an ETH professor, an in-
crease of up to 125% is possible. In both cases, the ETH Board must be informed. 
Without doubt, the legislator has intended to apply these possibilities rather cautiously. The 
presidents have followed this intention during the past two decades, also knowing that this re-
luctant position is supported by almost the entire professorate.  

13. Career development 
ETH Zurich distinguishes between full and associate professorships with unlimited employment 
contracts and assistant professorships with and without tenure track which are limited to usually 
four plus two years. A promotion to the next level for assistant professors is reached by means 
of a tenure procedure, whereas the appointment to an unlimited professorship is formally a new 
appointment. This is also visible in the fact that extensive negotiations are held again, analo-
gous to the ones that took place for the first appointment. A true promotion is the change from 
an associate to a full professorship, especially as the resources are not renegotiated. This is in 
accordance with the comprehension that ETH Zurich distinguishes associate professorships 
from full professorships only in terms of salary, not in terms of the equipment or the legal status 
unlike in the German university system with its W2 and W3 professorships.  
According to art. 11 par. 3 of the Professorenverordnung, it is only possible after at least two 
years after the appointment of an associate professor to initiate an application for promotion to a 
full professorship and submit it to the President. If the President decides positively, he or she 
forwards the application for promotion to the ETH Board.  
Assistant professors with tenure track and exceptional performance have the possibility to as-
sess by means of a direct and multistage tenure procedure whether they qualify for an associ-
ate professorship. It is the department’s decision whether it wishes to initiate the tenure proce-
dure and it is based on the performance of the assistant professor. The tenure procedure may 
be performed for all assistant professorships with tenure track that are funded by ETH budget-
ary means. Usually, assistant professorships funded by third parties and by funds from the SNF 
or ERC Grants are not eligible for a tenure procedure.  
As regards assistant professors with tenure track, it is the President who ultimately decides 
whether he or she wishes to hand in a corresponding proposal to the ETH Board. The Tenure 
Committee ensures all ETH standards. In the name of the President, it assesses the tenure 
proposals handed in by the departments and then elaborates a positive or negative recommen-
dation. The Tenure Committee is appointed by the President and consists of a chair and twelve 
members at the most, all of them associate or full professors at ETH Zurich. 

                                                      
21 See art. 4 of the President’s guidelines regarding the performance-oriented salary measures for professors of ETH 
Zurich (RSETHT 501.3); 
http://www.rechtssammlung.ethz.ch/pdf/501%203_richtlinien_lohnmassnahmen_professoren.pdf 
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Further career moves are open to professors upon reaching a full professorship either within the 
scope of the academic self-management within the departments – dean, member of the de-
partmental board, director of studies, other duties for the service of the department – or within 
the institute.  
The Executive Board or the President may refer to advising commissions such as the Strate-
gy Committee, the Study Committee, the Research Commission, the ICT Commission or the 
Tenure Committee. Being a member of these commissions or even one of their presidents had 
repeatedly been springboard for a position within the Executive Board’s unit, be it as a member 
of the Executive Board itself, as a Prorector for Education or Doctoral Studies or as a Delegate 
for the President (International Institutional Affairs or Equal Opportunities, respectively). Worth 
mentioning is also the Delegate for Professor Appointment Procedures, chairing the selection 
committee as a non-specialist in the name of the President and therefore gaining a broader 
perspective of ETH across departmental boundaries. In conclusion, there may be a position 
within the Conference of the Lecturers (KdL), representing the interests of the lecturers as 
well as electing the Rector, and a position within the University Assembly as an equally repre-
sented collaboration body.. 

14. Retirement 
Most of the professors at ETH Zurich retire on account of their age and after decades of activity. 
Apart from a few permanently employed professors, it is usually the assistant professors that 
leave ETH Zurich mostly even before the termination of their regular employment period of usu-
ally six years in the middle of their active academic career.  
The age-related retirement usually takes place at the end of the semester during which the 
professor turns 65. Retiring during the semester at the end of a month is possible by reaching 
the AHV age, which is 64 for female professors and 65 for male professors.  
The Swiss pension plan provides for retirement already at an earlier age, however, often there 
are larger pecuniary injuries in the income that come with it. As a matter of fact, there are only a 
small number of professors that actually make use of this option. In addition, there is a possibil-
ity to draw a part or the entire pension amount in cash. In this case, it is suggested that the pro-
fessor contact the responsible people in the Human Resources unit or the Office for Faculty 
Affairs early enough in order to enquire about the details and modalities.  
A triennial retirement phase prepares for the actual retirement, starting with a meeting of the 
President with all of those professors who will retire in three years due to their age. During this 
meeting, the President informs the professors about certain important aspects of the retirement 
process22.  
One of the characteristics of the retirement phase is the fact that doctoral students as of the 
third year before the retirement date may only be accepted to some degree23. Additionally, all 
temporary employments have to be terminated as of the date of retirement. The Office for Fac-
ulty Affairs contacts the professors early in their retirement phase to discuss the situation re-
garding personnel and finances and to assess whether special measures have to be taken in 
these two areas or whether there are preparations to be made within the safety area (legacy 
issues). Should the latter be the case, the departmental contact persons are called in as well as 

                                                      
22 For more information about the retirement phase and the emeritus status. see 
http://www.facultyaffairs.ethz.ch/services/Informationsblatt_Emeritierungen.pdf  
23 See item 5 of the Rector’s regulatory statutes for the doctoral decree of September 1, 2008 (Rechtssammlung ETHZ 
340.311) 
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the responsible colleagues from the Vice President Finance and Controlling, the infrastructure 
divisions Human Resources and Real Estate or the staff unit Safety, Security, Health, Environ-
ment. 
If need be, the professors are advised in personal aspects such as questions relating to old age 
and survivor’s insurance, pension funds, or the possibilities they have after their retirement to 
remain in close contact with ETH Zurich and use their experience and networks to the benefit of 
the institution. 
Only in absolute exceptional cases may the professors continue to be employed formally, as 
it requires the approval of a corresponding request of the President of ETH Zurich to the ETH 
Board24. Special tasks may be assumed by the professors on the basis of mandate contracts. 
In case of teaching bottlenecks, lectureships may be allocated.  
However, the professors emeriti remain in close contact with their former place of activity, even 
without a formal relationship. The departments may allocate a workstation to them or grant them 
access to laboratory infrastructures or possibly to certain financial means. What is more, the 
professors emeriti have electronic net access and may enter the libraries and the Dozenten-
foyer; their ETH Card is renewed as well. 
Possible unused balances from research reserves go to the Executive Board25. The Vice 
President Finance and Controlling –possibly in accordance with the Vice President Research 
and Corporate Relations - decides in the case of remaining research reserves or unfinished 
projects based on an application about a possible financial remuneration eligibility for the time 
after the retirement26. The person responsible for the budget must give his or her signature as 
well in case of greater expenses. All of these activities may in no way affect the implementation 
of the departmental planning of professorships and the re-appointment of professorships.  
A formal expression of the continuing ties with ETH Zurich is the fact that the professors emeriti 
may continue to use their professorial title; however, it must be marked as retired, for example 
by using Prof. em. 
An early retirement from ETH Zurich before the termination of the term of office for assistant 
professor or before the AHV age is reached, respectively, has to be announced to the President 
in writing, at least six months prior to the date of resignation. This guideline is kept rather flexi-
ble for assistant professors as to not negatively affect their career elsewhere.  
Upon their resignation from ETH Zurich, the corresponding people are no longer entitled to use 
the title of Professor of ETH Zurich27. This is explicitly stated in the Professorenverordnung for 
the assistant professors; however, it is also the practice for resigning associate and full profes-
sors as they will most probably be awarded a professorial title again at their new university. 
Basically, the President could apply to the ETH Board that the professor may keep his or her 
ETH title; nevertheless, this option has not been applied during the past twenty years as there 
have never been enough reasons according to the President concerned.  
Otherwise, the procedure is very much the same as for an age-related retirement, although for 
obvious reasons this procedure is under much more time pressure. Besides technical provisions 
in the area of personnel and finances (settlement of the claims regarding the pension fund), 
emphasis has to be on the remaining doctoral students and their support. Formally, it is possible 
to further support them within a year; it is expected that the examinations are conducted. 
  

                                                      
24 Professorenverordnung art. 14, par. 4., the so-called ‚Lex Wüthrich‘ 
25 Financial Regulations of ETH Zurich art. 55 par. 4 
26 Financial Regulations of ETH Zurich art. 56 par. 3 
27 Professorenverordnung Art. 15 
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